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1. On May 10, 2011, at 1758 hours, RPD Dispatch Operator Tanya Richardson received a call 

from a citizen who reported gunshots being fired at 11532 Trailway Drive, Riverside. Officer 
Zacharia Fishell was immediately dispatched at the same time the call was coming in.

1
 

 
2. Officer Fishell was updated via his police radio from RPD dispatch that further information 

from the calling party was coming in. The calling party, a female, was screaming gun shots! 
The RPD call taker reported that she heard four gun shots in the background and that she 
could hear screaming. The calling party also identified the suspect shooting the gun as her 
sister’s ex-boyfriend. Another caller told RPD Dispatch that there were gun shots being fired 
and that someone was bleeding. This is some of the information that was relayed to Officer 
Fishell before he arrived at the scene.

2
 

 
3. Officer D. Mercadefe (2

nd
 officer on scene) responded to the call. Upon arrival, he heard four 

gunshots. He located Officer Fishell taking cover. He saw Millon down along with another 
male and a female. He approached Millon, then the male and female, later determined to be 
victims #1 and #2.

3
 

 
4. K-9 Officer M. Carroll arrived on scene. For officer safety purposes, he sent the dog up to 

Millon who was down. Carroll saw a blue steel handgun protruding out from underneath 
Millon. 

4
 

 
5. Witness E. Feimer reported that Long, a passenger in a vehicle, drove into the neighborhood 

and saw Officer Fishell exit his patrol vehicle and walking with a handgun in his hand. He also 
saw Millon standing by a white truck. Heard several gunshots and thought someone was 
shooting at the officer. Ducked down and didn’t see anything else at the time. 

5
 

 
6. Witness L. White heard gunshots and woman screaming. Heard more gunshots and called 

911. Witness White did not see anything. Just heard gunshots. 
6
 

 
7. Witness C. Sabbarese heard (9) gunshots coming from the front of his house. Looked out a 

window and saw a subject (possibly Millon) two houses to the right. Subject was holding a 
pistol and firing it in the direction of a white pick-up truck parked in front of 11352 Trailway 
Drive. Sabbarese did not see anyone get shot. 

7
  

 
8. Witness Phong heard a woman in the backyard of a house behind where she was. She then 

heard 6-7 gunshots, a short pause, then heard 6-7 more gunshots. A moment later she heard 
muffled gunshots that seemed further away. 

8
     

 
9. RPD Officer B. Crawford heard over the police radio that an adult female and juvenile were 

hiding inside the residence in a bathroom and that an ex-boyfriend was shooting at people 
inside the house. Crawford then heard over the radio there was an officer involved shooting. 

9
 

 
10. RPD Officer B. Crawford spoke with a black male in his 40’s who did not wish to provide a 

formal statement but said that Millon had a long history of domestic violence against one of 
the victims. Millon and she lived together. A year earlier there was a domestic violence 
incident and Millon was arrested. As a result, Millon lost his job. Said victim and Millon had a 
volatile relationship and he figured it was only a matter of time when Millon would kill her. 
Heard 30-35 gunshots but didn’t see anything.

10
  

 
11. Witness said he was returning home from work and drove into the neighborhood. Saw a 

police car parked with door open. He did not see the officer. He drove toward his home and 
saw his neighbor, Millon, holding a black semi-auto pistol. Millon fired it at something on the 
ground. Millon then turned and walked east down the sidewalk. Witness turned corner on his 
street then heard gunshots. Did not see who was shooting at whom.

11
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12. Witness Morris Green was in his backyard with witnesses Alexander Villegrena and Marvin 

Del Cid building a gazebo. Heard people in backyard of victim residence next door and it 
smelled like they were barbecuing. At 1800 hours, he heard male and female screaming. 
Then heard 30 gunshots that sounded like they were coming from the backyard.

12
 

 
13. Witness A. Villegrena was in the backyard with witness Green. Heard male and female 

screaming. Then heard at least 30 gunshots. Majority sounded like they were coming from 
the victim backyard.

13
 

 
14. Witness Marvin Del Cid was working in witness Green’s backyard. Heard people screaming 

and at least 30 gunshots fired. Majority coming from the victim backyard.
14

 
 

15. RPD Officer E. Angulo #1084 arrived at scene and saw a black male lying face down in a 
driveway. The subject, Millon, was breathing but bleeding from the head and legs. His hands 
were tucked under his chest and out of view. Took Millon into custody.

15
 

 
16. RPD Officer Brett Stennett #1374 arrived on scene. Approached the suspect with arrest 

team. Saw Millon with both of his hands underneath his chest. Millon had an injury to his 
head. Stennett placed handcuffs on Millon. Saw a handgun under Millon’s chest and in his 
left hand. Stennett removed the gun in order to place handcuffs on Millon. The gun was 
moved away from Millon and placed a few yards away for safety reasons.

16
 

 
17. RPD Officer Jayson Wood was with Victim Conley when paramedics checked his vitals. A  

portable EKG unit was used. The paramedics pronounced Conley deceased. Wood retained 
the EKG printout as evidence.

17
 

 
18. RPD Detective C. Collopy arrived on scene and located two witnesses, Clint Garcia and 

Marvin Wooten, who were inside the victim’s residence when the incident occurred. Both 
witnesses were asked how many suspects were involved. They pointed at Millon and said he 
was the only one.

 18
  

 
19. RPD Detective C. Williams arrived at the hospital where Millon was taken. Williams was 

provided a California driver’s license by EMT’s who found it in Millon’s pant pocket. IN 
addition, he was given a box of .357 magnum cartridges. The pants had been cut off of Millon 
while he was being treated at the scene. Williams was also given Millon’s clothing. Williams 
took these items as evidence.

19
 

 
20. RPD Detective C. Williams spoke with the attending trauma room physician, Dr. Steven 

Patterson, who said Millon suffered two through and through gunshot wounds to his leg (thigh 
area)  and one through and through to his head. It appeared to Dr. Patterson that the 
trajectory of the gunshots wounds to Millon entered from his right side.

20
  

 
21. Dr. Steven Patterson pronounced Millon deceased at 1958 hours. This information was 

provided to Detective Williams. Williams remained with Millon until Riverside Deputy Coroner 
Amy Brooks arrived and took custody of the body.  Millon’s hands were bagged for evidence 
collection of gunshot residue.

21
  

 
22. Interview of eyewitness Brian Nejedly by RPD Detective M. Medici. Full statement is critical 

reading.
22

 
 
23. Witness Baldwin drove into the neighborhood on Trailway Drive, where he lives. Saw a white 

police officer standing by a tree, pointing his gun in a west direction at Millon. Millon was 
standing over Victim Bradford pointing a black semi-auto pistol at her. Millon then fired two 
shots into Bradford. Millon then crossed the street walking toward his (Millon’s) house. 
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Baldwin passed Millon and turned the corner when he (Baldwin) heard approximately three 
more gunshots. He did not see who fired the last three shots. 

23
 

 
24. A search of Millon’s bedroom resulted in detectives locating an empty hand gun case for a 

Ruger P95 pistol. In the bathroom, detectives located an empty soft gun case, a box of live 
.38 rounds, and a clear plastic baggie with loose live .38 rounds. 

24
  

 
25. Officers located a revolver in the backyard of 11532 Trailway Drive and a semi-auto pistol in 

the front yard of 11531 Trailway Drive
 25

  
 

26. Interview of Witness Marvin Wooten by RPD Detective Rowe. Witness Wooten was friends 
with both victims Bradford and Conley. Wooten was barbecuing in Bradford’s backyard with 
Victim Conley when Millon showed up. 

26
   

 
27. Witness M. Ayers, sister of Victim Bradford, was interviewed by RPD Detective R. Cobb. 

Ayers was in the kitchen with Victim Bradford when Millon entered the house and kitchen. 
Millon grabbed Bradford by the hair and dragged her into the backyard with a gun to her 
head. Millon then fired the gun downward at Bradford. 

27
  

 
28. Witness Clint Garcia was interviewed by RPD Detective R. Cobb. Garcia arrived at the 

victim’s residence to fix pool equipment on the side of the house. He saw Witness Marvin 
Wooten barbecuing in the backyard. After approximately two minutes, Garcia heard two 
women screaming and Wooten ran toward him and told him to run. He and Wooten jumped 
over a fence. Garcia heard 16-17 gunshots. He and Wooten ran to the street and then to the 
right where they hid behind a wall.

28
  

 
29. Witness Clint Garcia saw two people in front of the house he had run away from. Millon 

walked from the house with a handgun in his hand. Millon was calm. Millon then began firing 
the gun in the opposite direction from where he (Garcia) was hiding. Millon fired several shots 
and reloaded because there was a gap in between the gunshots. Garcia could not see who 
Millon was shooting at.

 29
  

 
30. Witness Garcia saw the “cop” arrive. The officer walked on the same side of the street as 

where Garcia was and where the victim’s residence was located. Garcia saw the cop point 
his gun at Millon. He then heard a gunshot come from Millon. The officer then fired two shots. 
He knew Millon fired first because the sounds of the guns were different.

 30
  

 
31. Witness Luigina Barkley was interviewed by RPD Detective Wheeler. Witness Barkley is 

Victim Bradford’s mother. Barkley was in the kitchen with Bradford when Millon entered with a 
handgun. Barkley saw Millon grab Bradford by the hair and drag her into the backyard. 
Barkley saw Millon shoot Bradford in the backyard, then drag her through the house, firing his 
gun as he moved. Barkley did not see what happened in the front yard.

 31
  

 
32. Officer Zach Fishell was interviewed by RPD Detective R. Wheeler. Officer Fishell was sitting 

in his police unit and was parked in a church parking lot at La Sierra and Collette with the 
windows open. He heard gunshots in the distance while at the same time being dispatched to 
a “shots fired” call. Fishell proceeded to the gated neighborhood where he was dispatched. 
He was updated by Dispatch that the suspect was a black male in his 40’s with a bald head.

32
  

 
33. Officer Fishell parked his police unit at a fork in the road on Trailway Drive at Countrydale 

Drive. He began walking west on the south side of the street. He reached the front of a 
residence where he could squat down behind an approximately 3’ high cement rock structure 
that was a few feet wide. Fishell saw a black male with a bald head approximately 30 yards 
west of where he was located. The subject had his back to Fishell and was holding a 
handgun in his hand.  The suspect was standing over a female who was slumped over, 
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partially in the street and curb. The suspect was looking down at the female. Fishell thought 
she was dead because he could see blood on her clothing. The suspect held the gun down at 
his side like in a “low ready” position. The suspect then fired 2-3 shots at the female. Feeling 
that he had a good back-drop, Fishell aimed his handgun at the suspect and fired a single 
round to stop the threat. He was not sure if he hit the suspect.

 33
  

 
34. Once Officer Fishell fired his gun, the suspect turned toward him and began walking in his 

direction. After a few steps, the suspect stood between two parked cars and then behind a 
commercial box truck. Fishell could still see the suspect through the windshield and driver’s 
door window. It appeared the suspect was looking for Fishell. The suspect paused and then 
began walking across the street. Fearing the suspect was going to flank him, Fishell fired at 
him a second time. The suspect made a “jumping like” step, but continued walking in a 
direction to flank him. The suspect did not drop the gun. Fishell fired a third time and this 
struck the suspect and caused him to fall down. Officer Fishell could see blood coming from 
his head.

 34
  

 
35. After the suspect fell to the ground, assisting Officer Mercadefe arrived. Fishell and 

Mercadefe then went to secure the suspect. Mercadefe went to the suspect while Officer 
Fishell went to the two victims in the front yard. Fishell found Victim Bradford unresponsive. 
He waited with both victims until medical aid arrived.

35
  

 
36. As soon as Officer Fishell saw the suspect, the suspect fired 2-3 rounds at the female on the 

ground. Fishell did not have the time to announce his presence. Fishell decided to not 
announce his presence prior to shooting at the suspect because even though he had a 
position of advantage, he had very limited cover. He did not want the suspect to know where 
he was in fear the suspect would turn and fire at him.

36
  

 
37. RPD ID Tech Jim Simmons located several projectiles in the kitchen at the victim residence. 

One projectile was found in the pantry after passing through the pantry door. Another 
projectile was found in the refrigerator. This projectile passed through the refrigerator door. 
One projectile was found on a round carpet under the kitchen table.

37
  

 
38. RPD ID Tech Jim Simmons found a projectile under a chair in the dining room. This projectile 

appear to have struck the drywall of the kitchen, passed through a pillow that was near the 
dining room table, then struck a chair in north side of the formal dining room, coming to rest 
under the chair.

 38
 

 
39. A piece of copper jacketing from a projectile was located on the carpeted floor of the south 

west bedroom. This projectile went through two windows located in the south west corner of 
the southwest bedroom.

 39
 

 
40. All bullet strikes were measured and photographed before being retrieved and booked as 

evidence by RPD ID Tech Jim Simmons.
 40

 
 
41. Blood drops were located on the front porch leading from the driveway to the front door. 

There were other possible blood spots in the driveway and the sidewalk at the edge of the 
driveway. Another area of blood spots were located in the street below the driver’s side 
fender of a blue Dodge Ram parked against the curb. These areas of blood spots would 
suggest the injured person was coming out of the front door of the residence, down the 
driveway between the two parked cars and out in the street.

 41
 

 
42. In the street north of the blue Dodge Ram, an empty 9mm magazine was found, along with 

(4) expended 9mm casings and possible blood. Two more expended 9mm casings were 
found underneath the blue ram truck.

 42
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43. Four additional empty 9mm casings were located in the street west of the blue Ram truck. 
Additional blood spots and empty 9mm shell casings were located around and underneath 
the blue Ram truck.

 43
  

 
44. Victim Bradford was deceased on the sidewalk south of and right next to the blue Ram truck. 

She was lying on her left side with her head to the south and her feet northward. Bradford 
sustained multiple gunshot wounds and had a laceration on the top of her nose.

 44
  

 
45. Victim Conley was deceased next to a tree on the front lawn of 11540 Trailway Drive. Conley 

was laying on his right side, facing the residence. Conley had two gunshots to the upper left 
side of his chest. There were two on the upper left side of his back that are consistent with 
the two on the chest.

 45
 

 
46. Blood evidence, guns bullet strikes to a vehicle and the pavement were documented.

 46
 

 
47. RPD Detective Rick Cobb attended the autopsy of Millon. The pathologist listed the cause of 

death to be determined with lab results but stated it is likely as a result of a gunshot wound to 
the head.

 47
 

 
48. Autopsy reports on both Victim Bradford and Conley were conducted. The pathologist 

determined the cause of death for both victims were due to gunshot wounds.
 48

 
 

49. Officer Z. Fishell’s duty weapon was charted, photographed and booked as evidence.
 49

 
 

50. Officer Fishell’s duty weapon was a Glock Model 22 .40 cal semi-auto pistol. There were 11 
live rounds found in the gun and loaded magazine. Two additional magazines from Officer 
Fishell’s gun belt were taken as evidence. Each magazine contained 15 live rounds.

 50
 

 
51. Officer Fishell’s duty weapon was examined by the State Department of Justice. The DOJ 

report reflected that the duty weapon functioned properly.
 51

 
 

52. The State Department of Justice examined Millon’s handgun. It was found to be functioning 
properly.

 52
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